Research Awards
Each year the Faculty acknowledges one researcher and one emerging researcher for their research excellence; evident from quality and impactful research outcomes, recognition from academia and industry, and leadership skills in developing research partnerships and supporting junior researchers. The 2018 recipients of the awards were:

- Emerging Researcher Excellence Award 2018 recipient Assistant Professor Danielle Ireland-Piper
- Research Excellence Award 2018 recipient Professor Rachael Field

Book Publications
The following books were published by Faculty of Law academics in 2018:


Conferences
- The Faculty of Law held a half-day research strategy conference in January to discuss how research efforts and collaborations could be supported and encouraged more effectively. The conference was well attended by research-enabled academics.
- The sixth Interdisciplinary Colloquium on Sports was hosted by the Faculty of Law, Bond Business School and the Centre for Commercial Law in February 2018. The theme was *Inclusion, Equity and Diversity in Sport: Constraints, Challenges and Perspectives* and was attended by around 60 delegates from predominantly Australia and New Zealand.
- The National Wellness for Law Forum was held in the Faculty of Law in February 2018, facilitated by Bond Law Professor Rachael Field. The theme of the Forum was *Do No Harm* and attracted national leading legal academics and practitioners from across the country.
- The Australasian Society of Legal Philosophers Annual Conference (ASLP) was held in July 2018 in the Faculty of Law, facilitated by Bond Law Professor Jon Crowe.

HDR Cohort
The HDR cohort expanded with six new HDRs in 2018. Two Doctor of Philosophy students successfully completed: Madeline Taylor and David Millhouse. Two students successfully passed Confirmation of Candidature, and one LLM (Res) student successfully underwent a conversion of Candidature to the Doctor of Philosophy program.

Events
Research Week
- The Faculty of Law held a HDR and Honours Student Showcase competition to provide research students with an opportunity to present their research to a wide audience. Professor Rick Bigwood (UQ) gave the keynote address and together with Bond Law Deputy Dean, Professor Brenda Marshall, and Professor Michael Weir, formed the judging panel.
overall winner for the event was Doctor of Legal Science student Lisa Bonin.

- The Centre for Professional Legal Education (CPLE) held a half-day roundtable event on the topic of 'Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Creative Practice'. The event began with a keynote address from Professor Simon Colton, a leading expert in the field of computational creativity, followed by facilitated panel sessions in the areas of law and the legal profession, advertising and popular culture, and fashion design.

Twilight Seminars
The successful Twilight Seminars continued in 2018. They serve the purpose of celebrating and disseminating the world-class expertise of our researchers, honorary adjunct professors and visiting scholars and provide the context for the staff, students and broader community to engage with leading minds and stimulating topics. The following Twilight seminars were held in 2018:

1. Professor Caroline Strevens (Head of School, Reader in Legal Education, Portsmouth University Law School, Host: Rachael Field)
2. Professor Vicki Beyer (Graduate School of International Corporate Strategy, Hitotsubashi University, Host: Centre for Commercial Law)
3. Katrina Kluss (Barrister, Queensland Coordinator for the Barristers Animal Welfare Panel, Host: Jackson Walkden-Brown)
4. Dr Kate Galloway (Associate Professor) and Louise Parsons (Assistant Professor) (Bond University)
5. Professor Peter Bowal (Professor of Law, University of Calgary, Host: Faculty of Law)
6. Professor Lee Bygrave (Department of Private Law, University of Oslo, Host: Dan Svantesson)
7. Professor Neil Sahota (UC Irvine Law School, IBM Master Inventor), Professor Margaret Thornton (Public Policy Fellow, Professor of Law, ANU), Lawcadia (Warwick Walsh, Sacha Kirk, Zachary Kominar and Siska Lund), Host: Nick James
8. Professor Daniel Foote (University of Tokyo and University of Washington, Host: Vai Io Lo)

Brown Bag Seminars
The less formal Brown Bag Seminars are an opportunity for staff and students to hear from a visiting academic or fellow staff member about his or her research, or as an advisory session on a matter related to research, usually held over the lunch hour. The following Brown Bag Seminars were held in 2018:

1. Kate Falconer (ANU College of Law, PhD Candidate) (Host: Narelle Bedford)
2. Alice Taylor (ANU College of Law, PhD Candidate) (Host: Narelle Bedford)
3. Chris Chen (Bond Alumni & CSJ Legal - Principal and Co-founder) (Host: Vai Io Lo)

Internal Academic/HDR Workshops
The following research workshops were hosted by the Faculty throughout the year, and had relevance for the benefit of all researchers, from HDR students to senior academics.

Seminar on ‘The Academic Appointment Process’ (181)
Visiting Scholar Professor Caroline Strevens (Portsmouth University) shared her considerable experience on the academic appointment process in the UK and ‘how to get a job’.

Workshop on Writing (182)
Faculty academics enjoyed a workshop discussion led by Professor Cynthia Fisher (Professor of Management, Bond Business School) on how academics can maximise their writing efforts.

Panel Discussion: Preparation for an Academic Career - Publication Issues (182)
Faculty HDRs, Supervisors and ECRs attended a panel discussion and Q and A session on publication issues during and after an HDR degree in preparation for academia. The panel discussion included senior Faculty academics and a brief overview of open access and predatory publishing issues by library services.

Panel Discussion: HDR Study – Supervision and Thesis Examination (183)
Faculty HDRs, Supervisors and ECRs attended a panel discussion and Q and A session on HDR supervision and the thesis examination process. The panel discussion included senior Faculty academics.

Other News: